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Phonics comes to life with LEGO (R) DC Super Heroes (TM) Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman,

and more!Learn to read with Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and all the other characters in

the LEGO(R) DC UniverseTM)!These books will readily appeal to a wide audience--from LEGO fans

to DC Super Hero fans! Beginning readers will enjoy LEGO DC Universe's well-recognized heroes

from movies, TV, comics, video games, and more. This set includes ten books and two workbooks

(focusing on short and long vowels), all held in a sturdy box with plastic handle.
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We got these for my son for his 7th birthday. The age says 3-5, but that would be for a very

advanced reader. He is right at grade level for 1st grade, and these are exactly at his reading level.

If you have an earlier reader, I am sure they could be read at a younger age. He loves super heroes

and Legos, so these were perfect for him! He has started reading them to his 3 year old brother at

bedtime, and it's the sweetest thing! They are both loving them. One whole side of each page is

completely taken up by a picture, and the other side has the text. There are a few easy sentences

per page, and the words that are on the phonics sound being focused on (either short or long vowel

sounds for each of the 5 vowels) are in bold, making it easier for them to remember the sound they

are focusing on. There are several different super heroes focused on throughout the books. I have



not looked at the work books yet, but we are loving the books, and it's a great deal, since many

early reader books cost several dollars for just a single book. I have 3 boys, so I plan on these

getting a lot of use in the coming years. The box they come in is nice and sturdy with a thick plastic

handle, which makes keeping them all together really easy!

My kindergartener can't read yet but in the letter included with this set, it recommends that you read

them all to the child first. Then they can attempt themselves later on. It also gives basic tips that his

kindergarten teach also recommends. He has a basic concept of reading and has a few words down

pat, but I was excited after getting this set. He was ssssooo super happy to see all his favorite

characters that he wanted to open it immediately and have me read them all. I have never seen him

get so excited over books before this set. I guess you really need to find the thing they most enjoy to

read about to spark their interest. It has helped a lot. He gets so into the characters, what their

capabilities are and if they are bad or good that he talks about the book a lot when we go to read it.

He tells me what he knows about and then I ask him to predict what will happen on that page before

I read it. That keeps him engaged and now he has learned even more words. This was definitely a

great buy for us.

Bought these to break up into individual books for kids party favors at my son's Batman party. I am

fed up with all the junk that he gets from all the parties. I suspected that other parents might be fed

up too. So the kids got to choose a book as their party favor (plus a few stickers etc). The kids and

parents all loved this idea. Plus, the leftovers can be read by my son, so nothing went to waste.

Great short stories for learning to read.

These phonics books are a blast. My little one loves superheroes, but most of the superhero comic

books are for a bit older audience. They don't flow as well when read out loud either.I really like the

practice words on the back and the explanation of what sounds the book is trying to teach. After

reading each book, we practice the words. This set really makes learning to read a blast!

Great beginner reading book. My 4 year old loved these. The stories and words are simple enough

that it works well as a kid's first reading book. There are also many many of them. If your kid is a fan

of Legos, they'll love these books. Mine does.

We bought a set for my son and 2 more sets that we split up so we could put a book in each child's



party favor bag. The guests (and parents) loved getting a book as a favor!

Not really a phonics reader because there are plenty of sight words and more difficult phonics

words. I wouldn't call this a beginner's phonics reader, but if you have a Lego DC Superhero fanatic

on your hand, I would highly recommend this.

The books are of very good quality and seem quite entertaining, however they are a little more

advanced than I had hoped. My son has just started reading and it will be a while before he can

read these books.
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